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Semiotics of Distance
Steel, Aluminum Platter, Silicone, Mixed 
Media 
and Performance
5’x 2’, 4’x 2’
2017

Two metal stands are attached to 
two broken pieces of   
one Vietnamese aluminum platter and 
connected to    
each other by a hand-casted silicone 
tube of pre-determinate length. Two 
male performers repetitively walk 
around the piece, and move their 
assigned stands to different location in 
the room once they reach them.
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Performance: Shohei Kondo, Roberto Vega
Video: Ostin Fam



Meet-by-Touch
One year Performance on Air-Dried Clay
2017– 2018/On - Going

In Meet-by-Touch, the artists exchange 
impressions of their body parts on clay via 
postal service on a month to month basis, 
between Hanoi and New York City (from 
8,166 miles apart) within the course of one 
year (from June 2017 to July 2018)
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From New York to Hanoi 
From July 1st 2017 to January 1st 2018
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An Act of Simultaneous 
Looking
Silicone, Thermoplastic, Epoxy 
Resin, Acrylic Paint, Mixed Media and 
Performance
3,5’ x 0.6’ 

2017

Two flesh-tinted thermoplastic pipes 
are attached criss-crossly at 60 degree 
angle. Two performers wear this tool on 
their heads while standing still in space.
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Performance: Shannon Stovall and Henry Sekimotto
Video: Ostin Fam
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Nearness
 In his essay The Thing, Martin Heidegger argues that the greatest 
attempts of mankind in abolishing distance did not bring nearness. Quite 
the contrary, they only bring a state of “lumped together distanceless” – an 
indifferent uniformity , where “everything is equally near and equally far” (1). 
Heidegger suggests that this condition of sameness is a baggage that comes 
with our short-termed satisfaction, the convenience of geography abridgement, 
and instantaneous data exposure, the consequence of which is an astounding 
superficiality. Perhaps in the midst of faster time and diminishing space there 
lies the vivid absence beckoning for an authenticity that persists. Or perhaps 
it is just one desire that is, despite its urgency, purely inscrutable, fictional, 
and rightfully remains so. Nevertheless, Heidegger’s argument prevails in the 
contemporary as “distanceless” grows. In the time of screens replacing bodies, 
transaction happens instead of relation,  technological borders do not shorten 
our actual distance, and the question of what may have been or becoming 
of what he called “Nearness” becomes pressing,  prompting the painfully 
unattainable.
 My thesis is a curation of three projects that investigate the “affect” 
and “affected” as potential Nearness.My research starts with the body, which 
is the defined physical happening of the affect. As Spinoza remarked, a body 
is never defined by itself but always a becoming through the affective process 
with another body (2). In my work, I often set one body in relation to another in 
space, in order to invoke Spinozan affective exchange.
 Meet-by-Touch consists of inanimate impressions of body on 
fragments of clay as transference of past memory of the body – touch– onto 
the physical which seemingly attempts to attain intimacy or nearness between 
two sending parties. However, each piece of clay submits to a contractual and 
analogical mailing system from over eight thousand miles apart, potentially 
being lost or broken, making the exchange futile, absurd. In An Act of 
Simultaneous Looking, it is a textural, skin tinted, wearable looking “tool” for 
two that hinders two performers from looking at one another while physically 
binding them shoulder-to-shoulder in space. In Semiotics of Distance, an 
organ-like silicone tube remains tethered to two broken pieces from an 
aluminum platter on metal stands while performers repetitively change their 
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“distance” within the proximity the tube allows. Performers form a nonverbal 
“conversation” with each circle they walk, while the stands they move 
followingly negotiate their own spatial relationship. The performance mirrors the 
objects with acts of repetition, stillness, or absence.
 The use of body in my work welcomes the challenging conversation 
in order to produce affect. Through affect, the relationship between bodies 
in space transforms from spatial to psychological: to be close or distant, 
to be ephemeral or lasting, to adore or detest. Here the affect also forms 
the relationship of social and self by stretching or decreasing their initial 
proximity. Whether it is topological separation, psychological metamorphosis 
or unwanted spatial togetherness, my thesis projects are attempt to allegorize 
Heidegger’s Nearness against such condition, or at least, to probe the desire 
for its happening.

(1) Heidegger, Martin, and Albert Hofstadter. Poetry, Language, Thought. New 
York: Perennial Library, 1975. Print.
(2) Gregg, Melissa, and Gregory J. Seigworth. The Affect Theory Reader. 
Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2010. Print.
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